Deciphering the cancer imprintome.
Genetic events alone cannot explain the entire process of carcinogenesis. It is estimated that there are more epigenetic alterations in cancer than DNA mutations, and disiphering driver and secondary events is essential to understand early processes of tumorigenesis. Epigenetic modifications control gene activity, governing whether a gene is transcribed or silent. In cancer, global patterns of two epigenetic marks, histone modifications and DNA methylation, are known to be extensively deregulated. Tumour cells are also characterized by loss-of-imprinting, a key epigenetic developmental mechanism. Genomic imprinting is the parent-of-origin, monoallelic expression of genes and is controlled by differentially DNA-methylated regions and allelic-histone modifications. With specific emphasis on imprinted loci this review will discuss alterations in DNA methylation and histone modifications in cancer. The recent advances in technology that might facilitate the identification and characterization of the epigenetic profiles of cancer will also be described.